Monmouth University Student-Athletes
During this unprecedented time we are facing as a Monmouth University
community and nation as a whole, we understand you have been additionally
impacted by the loss of your athletic seasons. For some of you, this was going to
be your first, for others this was your final collegiate season, and for many it was
going to be your breakout year. Whatever the case may be, this is a heartbreaking
and unexpected loss for many of you. Loss of irreplaceable time with teammates,
coaches, moments on and off the field/track/course/diamond/court, conquering
challenges, setting new records, overcoming obstacles, rehabbing injuries, and
simply enjoying the sport you love.
During this time, every emotion you are feeling is completely valid and warranted.
You may be feeling angry, frustrated, devastated, sad, worried, shocked, upset,
heartbroken, or other emotions not listed here. You are grieving a loss. There will
be a range of emotions you experience, and we hope that by reading this, it can
help some of you channel, process, or cope with these emotions you are having
during this difficult time.
You are all grieving a loss. Suffering a loss is never an easy thing to go through in
life, and for some of you this may be the first time you have been without your
sport. Framing this as a loss to grieve during this time may help you work through
some of the emotions and thoughts you are experiencing. When dealing with a
loss, there are often stages we go through on our process to facing it. You may
cycle through this several times, you may not experience many of them, or you
may experience them in a different order. However, sometimes knowing what to
expect or identifying a process can help alleviate some of the pain.

The 5 Stages of Grief and How You Can Work Through Them. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://www.thetrainingroom.com/blog/health-and-social/march-2018/the-5-stages-of-grief-and-how-you-can-work-through

Identifying Coping Strategies
Often when we have to stop playing our sport due to injury, illness, or unforeseen
circumstances, we do not realize just how much it was doing for our mental health.
For many of you, your sport is your outlet for worries, daily frustrations, anger,
feeling down, etc. Without your sport as a physical outlet, we can often find
ourselves feeling our emotions more intensely. For some, you may realize you are
not sure how to cope with stronger emotions other than your sport. That is okay –
and honestly, very common. You also may find yourself having significantly more
free time than you are used to, as practice, lifts, travel, and competition often took
up a large chunk of your time.
Brainstorming ways to cope:
1. Start by listing the things you enjoy doing in your free time. This can be
something as simple as cooking or reading a book.
2. Next, think of things you have turned to in the past that have helped you
cope with difficult times. This can include calling a friend or going for a run.
3. Look over a list of coping skills. As you read through it, take note of any
idea you would be open to trying.
4. Keep this list somewhere visible or easily accessible. When our emotions are
running high, it can be hard to think of what we can do in that moment.
Having something tangible you can take out can help you come up with
ideas of what to do in this moment and see if it helps distract you from the
intense emotion or help you process it.
5. Try one, try another, then try another one! As you experience different
emotions at different times, try out the list of skills you came up with to see
what works for you and what doesn’t.
6. Here is a list of coping skills you can start with. Feel free to google others
for more ideas!

Other things you can try to help process this unexpected loss are:
1. Write a letter you will never send – this can be a great way to get out a lot of
the anger or frustration you may feel during your anger stage of grieving.
Write this letter to the college, the NCAA, your coach, etc. You will never
give them this letter, this is an exercise just for you.
2. Write down all the things you are grateful, appreciative, or happy about
during this time and the things you are angry, frustrated, hurt, or sad about.
Right now, it is not about only being allowed to feel one thing – there can be
space to hold both your positive and challenging emotions.
3. Journaling – sometimes our thoughts seem really intense when they are
spinning around in our head. Writing them down on paper or typing them
out can give them a place to go. It can help provide some release of these
emotions or thoughts by putting them somewhere physical that is outside of
your mind.
4. Find creative ways to get some physical release or stimulation. You may not
be able to play, practice, or train with your teammates right now – in person,
and how can you continue to engage the active part of your identity?
5. Try to stay connected to your teammates through setting up FaceTime
lunches or dinners, doing workouts together, or using the Google Chrome
Extension “Netflix Party” to watch something on Netflix together.
Contacting CPS
Email mucounseling@monmouth.edu. CPS staff will be regularly checking email
messages during typical hours of operation (Monday through Friday, 8:45 AM to 5:00
PM). Students should expect a response within one business day for answers to routine
questions or to schedule a future appointment.
• For all emergency and urgent situations (i.e., thoughts of killing yourself or others,
feeling an imminent risk to yourself or others, hearing or seeing things that are not there),
students should call MUPD at 732-571-4444 or 911. MUPD will collaborate with the
counselor on duty from CPS, if necessary.
Please note:
• By contacting CPS or scheduling a phone or video appointment, you are consenting to
receive a response and/or services from CPS electronically or digitally.
• Due to New Jersey regulations and licensing board statutes, CPS staff might be unable to
provide clinical services to you, depending on where you currently reside. In these cases,
we will work with you to identify resources in your area.
•

As always, Hawks Fly Together!

